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Purpose of this document
This document presents an overview of a Space Sector Market Model. This model was
developed by Bain & Company on behalf of BEIS in April 2021. The model informed the
development of the National Space Strategy.

Explanation of the Market Model
The Market Model was intended to bring together the best data from third party forecasts of
growth in the global space sector, in order to identify high growth markets, and to set the
foundation for assessing opportunities for the UK space sector.

Definition of the Space Sector
There is not a standardised global definition of the space sector. However, the OECD, the
European Space Agency, and many national space agencies consider the space sector to
cover the entire spacecraft value chain, from initial R&D to manufacture, launch, operation, and
finally the processing and application of satellite data and signals in consumer products and
services.
The Market Model only includes forecasts that fall within scope of this definition of the space
sector.

Model Methodology
Step 1: Define the value chain and corresponding market segments
In order to be able to compile and compare third party estimates, the model defines six
segments in the space sector value chain. The diagram below shows the value chain
definition, with descriptors for each segment.
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Figure 1: Definition of the space sector value chain

Step 2: Compiling market segment estimates to derive the size of the global
space sector in 2019
The Market Model makes use of third party estimates of the US dollar value of the income of
different market segments, selected on the basis of which estimate provides the most
accurate, granular, and complete picture of that market segment. These estimates are mapped
back to the value chain segment definition to avoid any double counting.

Step 3: Compiling market segment forecasts to estimate the size of the global
space sector in 2030
Using a similar methodology to Step 2, the Market Model makes use of third party forecasts of
the US dollar value of the income of different market segments, selected on the basis of which
forecast provides the most accurate, granular, and complete picture of that market segment.
The chart below shows the different sources used to estimate the market segments for 2019
and 2019-2030.
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Figure 2: The Composition of Market Segment Estimates and Forecasts

Step 4: Extrapolation to 2030
Where third party estimates do not extend to 2030, growth is extrapolated to 2030 at the rate of
growth between 2025 and the final year of estimates available. For example, if the last year of
data is 2028, then growth in 2029 and 2030 is forecasted to be the same as the annualised
growth rate between 2025 and 2028.

Step 5: Conversion from US dollars into pounds sterling
Currency conversion is not formally part of the Market Model, but BEIS converted the US dollar
value estimates into pound sterling using annual average spot exchange rate published by the
Bank of England1. In 2019 (the base year of the model), $1 was equal to £0.78. The 2020
value was used to convert currency in years 2020 up to 2030.

Results of the Model
In aggregate terms, the Market Model estimates the size of global space sector to be around
$350bn (£270bn) in 2019. The global space sector is forecast to grow up to around $630bn
(£490bn) in 2030. This equates to growth of around 80% over 11 years, or alternatively a
compound annualised growth rate of 5.6%.
Within the space sector, some segments are forecast to grow significantly faster than others,
with annualised growth rates ranging from 1% for spacecraft manufacturing to 25% for
broadband.

1

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/
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The chart below shows the estimated size of different market segments in 2019 and their
forecast values in 2030, along with compound annualised growth rates (CAGR).
Figure 3: The size and growth of the global space sector

Source: BEIS Space Market Model
Notes: CAGR = compound annualised growth rate. Navigation AS = Navigation Augmented Services. Navigation
VAS = Navigation Value Added Services.

Data sources
A number of data sources were used to create this model. The list below contains references
to all freely available data sources used in the Market Model; some commercial sources of
data, which are not cited, were also used:
1. GNSS Market Report, Issue 5, copyright © European GNSS Agency, 2017
2. GNSS Market Report, Issue 6, copyright © European GNSS Agency, 2019
3. Morgan Stanley, “Space: Investing in the Final Frontier”, July 2020
4. Euroconsult, “Satellite communications market to reach $19.4B by 2028”, Sept 2019
5. Euroconsult, “Space Economy Report” (Free Extract), 2020
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